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Y SOCIAL SYSTM4. PSYUIOTHERAPY

This paper describes the emerging concept of socialmstem also

variously termed network therapy, ecological therapy, and general systems therapy.

.Although ,seemingly a radical departure from traditional modes of psychotherapy it will

be shown that social systel therapy is the extenoion .3f a series of progresakfe steps

in the elaboration of psychotherapeutic intervention. Further, the same series of

progressive steps taken in personal psychotherapy have also been taken in the areas of

mental hospital programs, community mental health programs and organizational change

programs. These parallels in the deve/qpment of "intervention techniques" suggests

the development of a new model of mental health cervices. ?'his new model may be termed

the "open" model of treatment in contrast to the "closed" =dal of treatment which is

the conventional model. The attempt to conceptualize the progressive enlargement of

intervention techniques under the closed model produces serious strains, whereas the

open model provides air adequate conceptual fit for framing these therapeutic enterprises.

I. Clinical Development.

To begin, I shall trace the development of personal psychotherapy from its in-

ception as a two-person social dyad through a series of steps to the multiple-person,

multiple-relation, setting of social system psychotherapy.

Psychotherapy as we see it today has its most obvious derivation from Freud.

Primarily grounded in the medical milieu at the turn of the twentieth century it is not

surprising that psychotherapy was built upon the medical doctor-patient model. Inherent

in that model was the nineteenth century concept of disease--an affliction of an indiv-

idual, an affliction that required treatment of that individual. Diseese was an indiv-

idual affair, and so became psychotherapy.

The first step away from the explicit one-to-one model appeared some twenty

years after the birth of psychother4y. Around 1920 the child guidance movement began

to develop with the inclusion of the parents of the "sick" child in the therapeutic

enterprise. The parents, however, were tot conceptualized as "patients", nor were the

parents involved in "treatment", Rat he ", the parents were teeen into the psychothera-
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peutic enterprise under the rubrics of "guil.lanoe", aecalcation", "case-work", "social-

works, or "ancillary" therapy. This was n3t incongruous Ltd terms of the existent model

of psychotherapy, which was 1o,y_Lf;inition a one-to-one relationship.

The second seep in the revision of tha or =del of psychotherapy was the

development of grcup psychoi:herapy in the 1:30's. The early piom:ers in gr)up psycho-

therapy had acquired their ein/cal experieLe=:: in tial child guidance mvement and had

already observed the imponance o intcrpereonal r.Aationnhips in the behavior of the

"sick" child. The early experim-Da:s 16a grow? psychoLdlarapy were modeled on the one-to-

one relationship. Hence group elerapy was actually treatnent of a person in a group.

It was several decades before a noro:2Rhgoing conceptual eLift was made to the concept

of treatment of all persons simultaneously bz the group. The introduction of treatment

in a multiple-person setting, and eves, more so the introduction of the concept of treat--

cent hy the participants, occasioLed volatile and bitter arguments, for the proponents

of the one-to-one model of psychotherapy argued that this form of psychotherapy did

not meet the theoretical requirements for the conduct of psychotherapy. Indeed group

therapy did not meet the required definitions of psychotherapy, for the definitions of

psychotherapy were based on the premises of one-to-one relationships. (70,71)

The third step came with the ineroduction of fatally therapy, begun gingerly in

the 1940's and reaching real visibility in the late i930's. (66) The introduction of

family therapy grew out of the same intellectual and clinical.eXPeriences that had

spawned group therapy. However, family therapy took longer to develop. One significant

reason may be that in group therapy the participants were unrelated to each other, and

each group member was identified as "sick". Thus the one-to-one model of psychotherapy

was strained but not broken. However family therapy introduced major problems. It was

vo longer clear who was sick and who was well in the therapeutic setting, nor indeed who

was the patient. Further, the participants were intimately related to each other. This

latter factor proved a challenge to traditional ideas of tae one-to-one model, such as

the development of transferance, regression, lack of destructive feed-back, etc. It was

recognised that family therapy was not just grcup therapy with a family group, but

perhaps the introduction of a therapeutic technique sq unteris. (36,38)



The fourth step was the introduction in the early 1960/s of a further seeming

confusion. Clinicians began to organize matiple families into one group for thera-

peutic purposes, perhaps four to six familiee, meeting toged.,,,r, comprising some 16 to

25 people, both related and unrelated to each other. (7,1249) A similar mix was pro-

duced in the development of couples group psychotherapy in uhith four to six

=rried couples met together es a Brous (33) Ao before, the therapeutic situation in-

vialved persons *.rho ver2 related in rsal Iif-J; but in addition it included persons who

were totally unrelated to each otho::. At this point it seemed very difficult indeed to

conceptualize this mode of psychothazapy uniur tl!e. traditional theories of psychotherapy

developed from the one-to-one situation.

Vle filth step occurred less explicitly than the rest. It began in the 1950'e

I-sith the development of home visitation tractsent programs, where the mental health

professional went into the home of the "sick" person to treat him, and perforce to work

with the family of the patient. (69) This was close to the one -to-one model, but even

the shift in setting raised conceptual issues. (75) Shortly however, the home visit

was rapidly expanded in scope. MacGregor et al (53) introduced the concept of "multiple

impact" family therapy where a team of professionals spent several days in a home, With

the entire team and family together. A vari,s:tion, but significant one was the conduct

of an entire course of family psychotherapy in the families' homes. (81) Interestingly,

these therapists reported that friends, relative, neighbors, would occasionally be in-

cluded in the family sessions because of happenstance, invitat4.on by the family, or

even speciEicelly invited in by the therapist because the "extra-familial" person was

noted to play an important role in the dynaaics of the family. Similarly, other thera-

pista have reported on experiences in livin3 in the homes of families in treatment, or

raking extensive visits to the homes of families whore they participated in various

family functions that included friends, relatives, visitors, etc. (39,51,55)

The sixth and final step has been to formalize contacts and relationships between

family members and non-fam ly members--to include in the psychotherapeutic situation any

uwaber of persons who are related by either kinship, friendship, or functional relation-

ship (employer, etc.) or community renidence. (3,4,30,56,72,73,95,96) This social net-



Y ork of relationships then has been made le focus of the psychotherapy. Ross V.

Speck, to my knowledge, first made enplicit use of this frame of reference for psycho-

therapy and coined the term "network therapy" (78,82,83,84,35) Edgar Auerswald and

other workers refer to this approach as RecoloFical" therapy (6,40,92) whereas other

clinicians link this therapeutic method to pnera? systems thaory. (62,52) In all

these instances, the focus of theoolpeot9.c oork hes shifted to the social system of the

individual patient, aold thexo.p7 (34! 0.2 :9,tiaat achieved via change in the social

cyr:tem of the pa;cient.

Without involving ,'ursell.1,3 in tio(L lotermodicry steps, it SSWIS readily apparent

that aocisl Jystem i;herapy ac ti-;2 eu=sat 2nd-F3tsge of psychotherapeutic techniques

stands a far dietance from the thfi;ory ;:cchnique of psychotherapy as defined and

elaborated from the oae-to-one si.,:latIon. To attumpt to "fit" these latter psychothera-

peutic techniques into the concoptual sche=ta derived from the one-to-one model of

psychotherapy seems not only hermlean, but perhaps core impvztantly, merely an inappro-

priate effort. Rather, I shall suggest that these: psychotherapy innovations call for

the development of a new modal of psychotheoapy that is appropriate to these techniques.

This model, which* I call the "open" model wvald not replace the "closed" model, but

would complement it. Before proceadinz to examile these tioo models, however, we will

review the rationale for the development of these extensions of psychotherapy. Further,

examples from other areas of mental health intervention will demonstrate that the ex-

tension in psychotherapy reflects part of a broader extension of mortal health inter-

vention concepts.

II. Theoretical Devalpast

Gardner Murphy has observed that from the time of Aristotle until late in the

nineteenth centure psychology 'ciao the ntudy of individual minds. Group interaction and

interpersonal relations were problems Por the historian, the moralist, the jurist, the

political economist. Psychotherapy was born in an intellectual era in which perhaps

only a one-to-one model of psychothelmpy could have been built.

However a social psychology of human relationships built on the work of William

McDougall, Cooley, Durkheim, Giddings, Ross, Tonnies, and especially George Herbert Mead
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began to stir an intellectual ferment that was to shake psychological thinking loose

from its individualistic moorings. (59)

In the 1920's social scientist3 began to study 'nv:Dral groups' in society,

based on the conviction that the solution to "social proVi.eme could be facilitated by

the study of social interaction tad uormal boe.al groupings. This empirical research

approach was translatad into social work practice with groups. But interestingly, the

"social group work" Ahod has reminad defined as not psychotherapy. The empirical

study of natural groups in the commtnity also gave rice to social welfare and social

action programs. Yet here also zueh intersention was not defined as psychotherapeutic.

In both instances, because specific payple were not identified as "sick", these types

of intervention were not seen as having persona/ therapeutic potential. More recent

evaluations to be cited suggest that therapvutic potential was present, but not exploited.

Vinally, in the 1930's Kurt Lewin *man to formulate his now famous field theory

which has undergone a variety of Pereutations. The variations are tangential to this

discussion. The major emphasis however is central. Namely human behavior cannot be

adequately conceptualized apart from ongoing human relationships. With this central

concept in mind we can then approach the whole issue of psychotherapeutic intervention.

The one-to-one model assumes that treatment can ignore the patient's ongoing human re-

lationships, and it assumes that one-to-one intervention techniques are sufficient to

produce therapeutic success. This of course may be assumcd to hold true for certain

cases of human predicament, but not all or perhaps even most eases of human predicament.

The early development of multiple-pereon therapeutic situations may be seen as an

application of general prinicples of Lewinian field theory aad the subsequent elaboration

of interpersonal role relationships exemplified in small group sociology, social psycLol-

ogy, and role theory. In brief, person; oparate in a social field which to a significant

extent determiner behavior. Thus one can create a oocial field which can be of thera-

peutic benefit to she emotionally distuebed person. Cody March, pioneer in group therapy

methods, coined a succinct motto of this theory: "by the crowd they have been broken;

by the crowd they shall be healed."

However, this concept of soci.21 fiald is an impevional concept. The destructive
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or boneficient effftts of the social field ere not depeadeat on the partienlar person-

alities or relationships of the indivndual 3ersoLs that ccmprise the field--rather it

is the sociological structure of the field that (letermines its inpact. Thus Cody

March vas qn:Ite correct when he uned : 43 wrd "crawl" ia his apho'cism.

When h=ever the focus of clinical concern ehigted to families and persons

linked together by their instrum4.ntal sad affestve relationships to each other wa

observe a more complex and perhaps differelt socio-dyaamic. For here we have not only

the effects of impersonal aociolsc groll function, but also the effects of instru-

mental and affective linkages that exist between members.

Edward Jay, (43) an enthropole2ist, in his paper "The Concepts of yield and Net-

work in Aathrepological Research" attcmpte to differentiate between the impersonal social

field and the personal social network. He euggesto that social field be used to refer

to an egocentric system: "There le no hierarchy, no nucleated denser focus of relationship

or center. The only center would be the unit from which we are looking outward in a

given arbitrary distance. Every unit is in this sense a center. W might say that such

a system is always egocentric. . . the units of the field may be individuals, families,

communities, or other social aggregates, but the field as such does not constitute a

'group' with corporate qualities and cohesiveness." In contrast Jay defines a network

as the totality of all the unite connected by a certain type of relationship. A network

has definite boundaries and i.e not egocentric, and a major focus of study. of such a

social network, then, is on the nature aad quality of these specific connecting rela-

tionships that set the particular pattern of the network. For example, a family is a

social network that is characterised primarily by specific affective connections, whereas

a factory work team is a social network characterised primarily by specific instrumental

connections.

What we have observed then over the past 30 yearslo a stepwise recognition of

the social network in which the patient is embedded; moving from parents and child, to

mclear family, to eutended family, to finelly a cot pleu social network that may include

tclear family, various kin, friends wbo have "affective" links, and persons like mini -

other and bosses who have "Instrumental" lizke. (15241D4950)
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The major conceptual shift so an: as therapy is conczs:ned revolves around the

focus of therapeutic interyention. In the car !-to-ons "closad" model the assumption ie

mRde that psychotherapy will effect chatge in the individual that will enable him to

behave differently in his social fi,Ade ac: onial netwo7As. Whereas, in themultiple-

person "open" model we assume that by tightening and looseni.ag the affective and instru-

mental linkages that exist in the network different options for behavior will be pre-

sented to the "patient" and consequently the patient will behave differently. Thus the

focus of psychotherapy in the open model is to change the interactional characteristics

of social network. This model explicitly assumes that human behavior is Significantly

determined by the characteristics ofth:t social field or iiocial network, hence the thera-

peutic emphasis lies here, rather than on changing the individual per se. (l7, 22,23)

-There are at least tzfo major corollaries to this thesis. First, in the one -to-

one closed model the norm of normality is essentially an idealistic one, i.e. the mature

vnital character, whereas in the open model the norm of normality is en au....kaz.tir.:. one,

i.e. capacity to operate effectively in the person's social field and network. Second,

the closed model focuses on characteroloaical change, whereas the open model focuses on

behavioral. change.

.-The rationale for a focus on social natworLs also arises from a series of empir-

ical studies. Anthropological studies of kinship systems had demonstrated that the kin

social network in primitive societies was a major determinant of affective and instru-

mental relationships. The name was shown to hold for the agrarian, smell town enelaves

that characterized the living patterns of western societies until the late 19th century.

However with induatrialisation and the dramatic shift of the a population balance to large

city living patterns it was observed that traditional kinship relationships were severed

both by geography and rapid shifts in social and economic status between members of the

Mnship system. By the 1940's socicloaists such as Talcott ?arsons concluded that the

former affective end instrumental functions of the kinship system had vanished and been

iNIplaced by social orgeninations. (27) It was concluded that the extended kinship system

typically had bean replaced by the so-callod nuclear family, i.e. mother, father, and

pre-adult children. It was concluded that the nuclear family could not provide all of



the necessary affective and instrvmental needs necessary for effective family function,

and fears were expressed for the domiso of tha nuclear family as an unstable social

otructure4

However, the pessimism of the 1940's did nct bear fruit as even more industrial-

iEation and urbanization occuxred in the subsequent decades. In tzar, a number of more

refined studies of urban kinship systems demonstrated that the earlier sociological view

of the nuclear family required, _revision. (88) It was Shown that in working class and

even in lower class families is urba:.1 c-i:eas that a kinship system was present and power-

ful. Further it was shown that kinship systems existed in urban middle-class and upper -

class families. (1,2,18,31,32,37,48,77,80,90,91,99)

Thus at the present time we have extant at least or variants of kinship systems.

1. The traditional extended family structure that is an interdependent social and econe.

=lc unit, each nuclear subfaMily living in geographic proximity and dependa.ng on the

extended kin for major services .in life.

2. The dissolving or weak family in which most kin functions have been. taken over by

large-scale formal organizations, leaving eke family with little do---all that is left

is a very tenuous husband and wife relationship.

3. The isolated nuclear family, composed of husband, wife, and small child. Fewer, but

essential function are concentrated in the nuclear family, sufficiently powerful to

provide stability.

4. The modified extended family structure consisting of coalitions of nuclear families

ia a state of partial dependence.

3n most of the sociological literature the study of kinship systems has been

confined to the study of blood-related kin, however. Yet studies from a socio-psycho-

logical perspeetive have demonstrated that in urban settings, and especially among middle-

class families tie kinship oystem, usually of a modified =tended type, consists not

of blood kin but of affective kin. That is; friends, neighbors, and associates in in-

formal social group:: assume the functions of blood-kin in an affective and insteumental

netourk of relationships. In summary thm, in urbanized living patterns the blood kin

system has been replaced by a friend, neighbor, associate, kin system. (9,29,67,76,86,
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87,89,97,98)

These kInchip conskerations ac.mna clinical importamce both in terms of the

social network conditions that may pr4duc,2 symptoLtstia behavior, and as a social

system to ;51lih therapeutic efforts may b addressed.

The importance of family ralatioza in the genesis of disturbed behavior in one

n,e11;ber of the family has been ertsasiv3ly discusved ia the family therapy literature.

The family dynamics involved, however, may rot just be the dynamics of the nuclear

family. For example, Meudell et al (61,62,63) have reported several studies on the

communication of mal-adaptkve behavior over nulti-ge=trations, in one instance over

five gemaration5. They conclude :roar their studies, that the focus of therapeutic tn-

terveation must aim at this or.going 3ocisl system: "Whal tha individual comes to a

therapist for help, we assume that he le admitting the failt%re of his group as an

effective milieu in which to find the solution he seeks (to his problems) . Our data

suggest that the individual seeking litap frequently approaches the therapist to protest

agaiast the ineffectiveness of the group to which he belongs".

'De importance of kinship systcms as a framework for psychotherapy is emphasized

in the clinical treatment of families with schizophrenic umbers, where it has been noted

that affective kin relations often play a determinitive role in the behavior of nuclear

family members. In some instance the schizophrenic family is unable to utilize the

affective and instrumental resouicce of a kinship system, 4hereas in other instances'

the kinship system serves to perpetuate and reinforce psychopathological family dynamics.

(54)

The lack of an effective kinship system or malfunction in the kinship system has

Leen suggested as a etiological factor in nuclear family dysfunction.

A study by Xammeyer and Bolton (63) compared a group of normal families and a

group of families applying fo= treatment at soveral family service agencies. They found

that the client families, by comparison, had fewer memberships in voluntary associationi,

fewer friendships with relatives, and fewer relations liviag in the same community.

in another, more extensive sorry, teichter and Mitchell (53) focus on the neces-

sity for a diagnostic focus that enteads beyond the nuclear family: "We have argued
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'that family diagnosis must not end win the nuclear family, because the family is no

more a closed equilibrium system than ;.0 thinaivtduaI. . Knowledge of the relation-

ship4 bat aeeR the family and its ezi5 cr..:21 anvironment are vl.tal, . . this knowledge

64:plies to kid, to or:v.7.patonal asar3oLtte3, to frlends, and other nonfanilial relationships

Leichter and Mitchell then tura tA) di. cuss teatILL.,Int intervention. They suggest that

the kinship network might be the Epprolxiate unit of treatise t, yet, interestIngly,

though writing in 1967, they were p.21)a-,:cntly not aware thaz cliricisns were actually

embarking on a treatment course they could only sttggest: "Perhaps a group of kin could

even be an effective unit of group trf,Itmest. This unit would differ radically in some

of the characteristics of externaaly impersonal reintionships that pertain in group
eee

therapy. . group of hin might be an effective unit of treatment precisely because

they are interrelated, and changes in one -v,,oald have actual relevznce for changes in

the others. . .the possibility that this unit 'might be effective in some instances is

no more farfetched than the notion that tEe family rather than the individual is some-

times the appropriate unit of treat-moat. .The notion that under some conditions it

might be beneficial to trent more extended segments of the kin network sounds removed

from present thinking, but is a pocisibility that should not be arbitrarily excluded".

it is of historical intereat, however, that N.W. Bell (8) had suggested the kin

social network as a focus of psychotherapy as fail: back as 1962. He observed that "well"

families has achieved resolution of the usual problems of ties to extended kin, and

therefore had the resourcer3 of the kin available. Whereas "disturbed" families had been

unable to reaolve conflicts with the extended kin outside the nuclear family. sell

observed that the pathological families used the extended families 1. to shore up

group defenses, 2. provide a stimuli for conflict, 3. as a screen for the projection

of nuclear family conflict, 4. as competing objects of support.

Meanwhile, a number of family sociologists had been pointing to the existence

of the modified extended family system as a potential mental health resource. (3,20,

56,87,89,98,97) Eugene Litwale. (37) sugeests that mental health professional avail the

kin network instecd of trying to provide solo/y professional treatment resources. Speak-

ing of Fa4.12 in the modified exte nded %.inship sonse he nummarises: "there are several
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classes o situations where the ::zainee. aI:pzt is o.1 littic use: in situations which are

not uniform and where the mtnival ztamiards sat by gociety are tot involved. ,By con-

trasZ, th-.1 formal organizaion might .7torl effe7,tive in uniform atuations where high

s3cial values aqf involved. The queson arise21 as to whether the family as a primary

group might not si), superior to the i!or7hal organiz2tion in thr.lse areas. the family

etructure is able to emal more easily Ath tte idiosyncratic event because the family

has more continuous contact over many (Afferent areas of life than the profession41 or-

ganizations . the family has speedir c:: aline for transmitting messages that had no

prior definition of legitimacy. . . it is less likely to lame explicit rules on what is

and rvihat 1 not legitimate, it io more likely to consider e.vants which have had no defin-

ition. In most instances the bureaucrati agency in the entrema case is prevented

from considering events without a pricAdefinition of legitimacy by lau. In most in-

stances the bureaucratic agency is specifically pravented from acting, by explicit rules

14lich define the area of legitimacy ahead of time. . . The family, can define much more

uniquely what is to be valued. Vne nwlber of people who mst cooperate are much fewer,

and because they are involved in affections' relation3, they are most inclined to accept

.each other's personal definition values."

Translated into clinical idiom, Lityak's observations suggest that the modified

extended family network may provide a more potent therapeutic organization in some in-

Etances than the placement of a nuclear family in a bureaucratic mental health treatment

system.

Th3 application of therapeutic interiyentioa however will depend on the clinician's

assessment of the type of kinship system which =lets for a given family, and furthermore,

then apply therapeutic intervention techniques applicable to that type of kinship network.

The most obvious example of the problem is to survey most of the clinical liter-

ature an family therapy. Almost all such literature only describes the Psychotherapy of

a nuclear family. Yet the typical family of the al= ghetto fie probably of the dissolv-

ing-weak type. The use of uclear family psychotherapy techniques become inappropriate

cnd useless when applied to disnolving-tauk family and kin systems. The best illustration
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of this i3 given in the work by NInuchin et al (65) with slum families in New York

sad Indladelphia. They found that the wart a variety of ezab-typs of dissolving-

weak family and kin systems none of Vzlich e.re like the t)pical mclear family so

familiar to most upper middle clasa Anzzican psychothero.pists and clinics. Mitmchin

and bis group found that they had to d..-Jise cttraingly different methods of therapeutic

intervention with thesa dissclving-lae family and Un s7aTeTils.

Another clear eaample of the di:Iere-ne which kin oocial network makes in plan-

ning therapeutic intervention is provit;led by the work of Elizabeth Bott from England.

(13,14) Based on observations of f!amily lily and the social network of families she

outlines iseveral different types of nu;,,lear families each of which has a different

functional relationship to its social kin nttwork. For our purposes we shall consider

only two polar extremes: the close-knit family network and loose-knit family network.

(see Figure 1.)

The characteristics of those two polar typel3 will be categorically compared.

1. The close family lives,in geographic prozimity to area of rearing and blood kin.

The loose family lives geographically distant from arel. of rearing end blood kin.

2. The close family is linked along geader lines with preceding and succeeding gener-

ations. There is little socio-econamic change from generation to the next and social

values are expected to continue frm on generation to the next.

The loose family is not linked along gender lines, with primary loyalty being estab-

lished between marital partners. The 2clear couple typically have changed socio-

economic status from parents and kin. Children are related mutually to the marital

couple, Values are not transmitted from generation to the next, and children are

expected to separate from the marital pair when ,adulthood is reached.

3. The close family has a high rate of intergenerational visitation and primary rela-

tionships are along kin lines rather than between husbeud and wife.

The loose family has a lax rate of intergenerational visitation and primary rela-

tionships are between husband end wire. Visitation here is with other nuclear

marital pairs.

4. In the close family husband :and wife have clearly defined instrumental tasks based



on gender. Satisfactory sex J. x%.lations are not requisite for marital stability.

Child rearing is defined by the kin system on saCh side, not by tim marital pair.

In the loose family huzband rt7,d Ewe mre diffuse 4-e-ltrumentel tasks, the

bond is primarily affective and scrual relations are e major component

of the bond. Child rearing :U., ua,-ally disparate from Iva:: tradition, and is defined

tuaIly by the marital pair

3. In the close system', the ?rimry !nit .L3 the kin systcm of wh:Ll the nuclear family

is a sub-oys,:em. Family vlatms a_l inactioa zre determined by the kin system.

In the loose system, the primary nait ka the nuclear family. Family values and

interaction are determined by tho auclaar family, uaually disparate front the blood

kin system. However, the affecttl..e kia system of neighbors and friends, also loose-

kait nuclear types, may be important parts of a social System that defines values

and behavior,

In summary, family therapy es ve knew it was devised to treat loose-knit types

nuclear families. Family therapy bril-4;s thle nuclear family together, as a coherent

social system to effect change in that family social system. Here, if network therapy

ware to be employed one would look to 7.,eigh-)r)rs and non-blood kin friends as the actual

operant kin system that might influenci! the behaviot of this nuclear family.

However the close-knit family is quite a different situation. here, were one

to assemble this nuclear family for a typic3.1 family therary session to help them work

more effectively together, the probability le low that success would be achieved. For

in tele close --knit system the nuclear family is not a cohemnt functional social system.

Here the functional system involvaz the parants, grandparents, blood-kin, and to some

extent close friends or associates. It is this; sort of family situation to which network

therapy might most fittingly be applied.

Examples of Other TherapeuticaTems Anelagous to the NetwortlEntia:**%.**% 0100....4.00*41*

To look back briefly on the progression outlined, the concept of psychotherapy has

moved from a concept of psychotherapy,as an intervention with one person to change his

caaracter structure to a concept of psyche:thtrapy as an Intervention with a social system

that in turn changos the options, roles, and functions of one person as part of a multi-
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person field of behavior. The same progression has occurred in three other systems of

intervention. The four systems may be aetn to reflect a more genera?. pattern. Hence

each will be sketched out: to illuetrato the general principle.

'if the individual psycliothcompy ayotezm is the first, then -re may call the mental

hoapital system the second. In eois clits,tcm the intangive therapeutic approach to the

patient began with one-to-one intensivo psyzhothelnapy of a patient who lived on a hospi-

tal ward. Oa example migb be FriPds Fromm-Reichman's intensive psychotherapy of

schigophrenic patients at Chestaut Lod ;e.) Then attontion began to focus on the quality

of the uard living experience. Attemp.e.:s were made to humanise ward living experiences

vith open-door policies, social activiUe etc. This migilt be termed the creation of a

therapeutic milieu. Conceptually the r:ext step was the introduction of group discussion

among patients, and patient self-loverment vcograms. Following this came a variety of

types of intensive ward or group psychother4apy programs. AlId finally came the concept

of milieu theKez, that is, the deliberate management of the entire social system of the

hospital in which the psychotherapist does not treat a specific patient, but focuses on

directing the social system 3o that it will eperate in a therapeutic fashion. (24,25,26)

This shift has been so pronounced that some would not describe milieu therapy as psycho-

therapy, but rather as socio-therapv. This labelling maneuver may be seen as one attempt

to deal with failure of the one-to one closed model of psychotherapy to provide an ade-

quate conceptual base for this broadening o: the intent of psychotherapy.

The third system may be celled the acmmunity mental health system. Early attempts

al: intervention in the community to improve the mental health of community members was

based on the identification of individual persons in distress. Perhaps classic individual

case-work in community welfare agencies may be meea ao a prototype. Here attempts were

made to help persons with their rent, child-care, clothing, food, etc. The second step

was taken with the development of local community groups to deal with common problems,

and to assist natural community groups to function more effectively. This may be seen

as the classical group-work approach. And the final step has been to use community mental

health programs to launch brad- -scale social action programs aimed at changing basic



social programs, social policies, social orgaaisations of an entire community. The

critics of such commnity 4ental health elndealors rightly state that social action does

not seem to fit the paradigm of traditozal meats1 health conwems. However, from a social

systems viewpoint, such social action foci wmald be a logical part & the model of inter-

vention. (9,20,28,33,4775)

The fourth system might be calk:4 the educational-orge,mizational system of inter-

vention. I have here in mind th2 eoaveloilmmt of the progvamo of the National Training

La:oratories. The HTL trairing laborias b(nan as as attc.mpt to provide group sensi-

tivity experiences that would q,thange this personality function of educators and work super-

visors. It was soon observed that the Ilenef$to of this experience focused on change of

the individual was quickly vitiated by the sccial systoarevirements to which the individ-

ual returned. The next step at NTI. was to bl:ins members of the eame educational or work

group together for group oxporlences. This plmved mom effective, but still it was ob-

served that a all work group also returned to a larger organitational structures Thus

the final step taken by NTh has been to develop programs of social system intervention

that aim at producing changes in the st-:uature of the entire organization. Thus the

moTement here has also bean a shift from intervention Muth the individual to intervention

with the social systen. (4,16,34,63,94)

In summary, in this section I have attempted to develop a rationale for a social

system focus of psychotherapy. This focus in psy =ch therapy is in concert with a more

general frame of reference, ftcluding enamples-from three other systems of intervention.

As suggested at the outset, this proverialom may h seen as the clinical reflection of

a larger scientific movement, namely a general human psychology which in 1900 framed

human psychology as an individual matter and has since moved toward a human psychology

which is a social psychology. As a corollary then, we have uoved from a model of psycho-

therapy as an individual enterprise to a model of psychotherapy as a multi-person enter-

prise.

III.1_he20/Llyod91211exchotheisuand the Closlerapz:
In this section 1 shall briefly outline some distinct differences between a closed

and open model of psychotherapy. My aim is to illustrate that the two models do not

compete, but rather are cozplementary isoclo?.f; for each It4 aderntmea to diffatranp, rmyeho.
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therapeutic, goals.

The open =eel of psyehothernpy la

the mhamar,, primiti7e healer,

mtually the oldest. Xt is tha model of

lw.ete-4.. In his stlidies on primitive healing

procedures Art Kiev (6) has ousgeaad thet pnychm:herapy .s plblIc cffair---hence my

use of the label "~,per." peychltherapy.

In the priritive society if a -al:z,raber became 'nick" this vas matter for public

concern, for a neccsaary worker was lost to the small society. Hence it was is the

interest of everyone to sae to it that tha cick person was restored to function. There

was little margin for fitnctionleas o':! the community, everyone was needed to keep

the small society functional. When a perzton became emotionally "112" there was a gener-

ally accepted societel eNplanatiml for *:he c:rioe of the illness. Further, everyone in

the small society knew what healing pro(;sdul:tlz needed to be aarried out. And everyone

knew what the nhamsa would do in his he -:Ling rituals. Further, the entire small society

might actually participate in the healing rituals. Kiev, and others, have provided

examples of the sha man- society healing 7:ituals. (9)

The goal of the healing U.S3 to resto.,:c the ill person back to his usual mode of

operation and function in the social system. Thera was no ouestioning of the values or

patterns of function of the social system. 1.1 other wordsp there was a value consensus

between healer-patient-society. And there was a bealing consensus betmen healer-patient-

society. And the healing procedures wc:7e a miti-person enterprise that involved healer-

patient-sociaty. (10,11,60,79)

In contrast, thAl "closed" model of psychotherapy developed with quite a different

rationale. The goal was not to help the patient return to function in his social system,

in the same old way. Rather ft was to help the patient to examine his social system,

examine his pattern of function in his social system, and perhaps function in a different

social system altogether.

Now the closed mode] could emnlyize into existence In the face of several other social

considerations. First, the person was nct immediately required for the society to function

he could remain dysfunctional for extended periods of time. Second, the person had avail-

able to him a variety of value systems gYom which he could choose, i.e. he did not live
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in a one value society. And third, thn peracn hal ilable alternative social systems

into which he could move. (44)

Ia the open model privacy ia anti-thExapcistic, for it is tne public pressure,

public response, and public suppart that, anable3 th,: person to move rapidly back into

his accustomed social function. In t: is clo;:ed model privacy :IQ paramount, for it is the

privacy Uhich enables the parson to actUeve 6istance and perspective on his behavior

in his social system. Tt is the pr vary of the c_ooed modcl that allows the patient

to explore= alternatives without public prey pare, Idth public response, and without

public support.

Thus we can sea that if our psychotherapeutic goal is rapid return of a "sick"

person to accustomed social function then we may choose the open model to capitalize

on the "public" that comprise the patient's eocial system. This is social system therapy.

It is a public therapy. The difference between the primitive shaman and the social

system "open" model psychotherapist, is that the psychotherapist may aim at changing

some characteristics of the social system, not merely using the social system as does

the primitive shaman.

If our psychotherapeutic goal is change of personality with the concomitant

development of capacity to choose among alternative social systems then the closed model

cif psychotherapy in the traditional psychoanalytic sense becomes the model of choice.

The advantage of having two models of psychotherapy is that the psychotherapist

may be freed from the attempt to make very different types-of therapeutic interventions.

fit into a model that is inappropriate, and hence experience conflict over a variety of

technical, social, and ethical issues. Further, the psychotherapist can clearly take

aivantage of the strengths of either model as indicated instead of compromising one

model to achieve the goals of the other model.

The differences between the two models are charted in Figure 2 for comparative

purposes.

IV. A Case FxamIc of Social a!11.-em Ps rho,.

Up to this point most examples of network therapy in a psychotherapeutic context

have been based on work with psychotic patients, in which the nominated patient was dealt
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with therapeutically in the context of a family group or community group in which

various members of kinship systems wrtro inclueled. Othar exemples y although less clinical,

come from the work of NFL with orgar.izations.

7n this case, I shall describe -the u of the social system therapy concept

which various members of the social network were tile focus of the psychotherapeutic

intervention, Tihile the uominated patient was not dealt with direc4y at all, and where

the various segments of the network were nevar dealt with azi an entire group at one time.

This example Is deemed inportant as am Mustration of the social system therapy con-

cept used explicitly without a focus on a nominated patient. Further, it illustrates

an attempt to apecifically deal with a social network in its various sub-sets without

attempting to deal with the entire network at one time.*

On December 17 the University Hospital Psychiatric Consultation service received

a consultation request from the Orthopedic ward regarding an 18 year old single white

girl who was being treated for multiple injuries sustained in a motorcycle accident.

The previoud-ii;ening the patient was found to be overly drowsy, slow to respond to con-

versation, and with slurred speech. It was determined that she had taken an over-dose

of sleeping medications which she had been accumulating surreptitiously. When questioned

she said: "It didn't matter, I don't want to live. Don't bother me. I want to join my

boyfriend, my husband to be."

The patient is a high school graduate who lives in a suburb of a large metro-

politan area. She is the second sibling, a brother 20 years old is a University student.

Her father is 53, her' mother 49. Currently the father is engaged in a business project

and spends much of his time away from home. The family has been active in the Presby-

terian church, however, since junior high school the patient has overtly rejected the

family church except for social contacts with the young people of the church.

In the past several years the patie. has been attracted to the hippie movement,

paints psychedelic art and dresses in hippie fashion. Her friends like hippie fads and

she had adopted a "drop-out" attitude toward life and her family.

M10.0.40.11.

* J. David Kinzie, N.D. provided assistance in formulating the clinical case material.



In the year prior to admission she ha.d been dating a boy 20 years old who had

sit ilar interosts and attitudes. The relaticz3hip was consie.ered serious by both fami-

lies. During the sumex prior to her accideLt the tvo young people worked together at

her parents' resort buaiues,3, but taair :7ork lonsidered unsatisfactory because they

frequcntly absent on moorbike larks. The girl's parents did not approve of the

relationship =1 openly empr,osed 'their a_ 15.c. of the bovfriond. In the latter part ©f

the summer the girl wac sent oa a trip to Neu York with hor brother to get her away from

the boyfriend. However on her way have she arranged to visit friends in Wyoming and

svv.rAlptitiousiy met her boyfriend there. They remained in Wyoming together against the

wishes of both sets of parents. On October 7th, while riding e motorcycle together they

were invelved In a head-on collision. The boyfriend ms killed instantly while the

patient suetaieed serious in includirw an acute brain concussion, fractures of

mandible, fibula, femur and internal aht:ominal injuries that required abdominal surgery.

A large body-encasing cast was placed on her for the orthopedic injuries.

Her parents immediately went to Wyoming to join her. ,?er physical status was

satisfactory but her emotional status was difficult to determine. The hospital staff

were reluctant to inform her of the boyfriend's death, as were her parents. But someone

on the hoopital staff inadvertently told her, much to the dismay of her parents end the

attending physicians. Her response-was neglibile and she appeared apathetic most of the

time. On December 4 she was transfered to the University hospital for further orthopedic

treatment.

At the University Hoapital she was polite but distant to her parents, as well as

to the =reins staff. The one relationship that seemed meaningful to her was that with

orthopedic resident in charge of her care. On the evening of December 16 this resident

had made arrangement to change the traction on her leg. She stayed away from a ward

Christmas party to await him. However on the way to the hOipital the doctor himself had

an accident. The patient was informed of this in somewhat ambiguous terms since the

extent of his injuries were not known. The patient showed ro demonstrable reaction to

this event. But one hour later she was found in the depressed suicidal state described.

(In retrospect the accident of the phyaician reactivated the same reaction as the death
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of her boyfriend, the physician hgviug beev ascribed a tranaarence determined role,

i.e. she and he had a relationship that existed in opposition to the rest of the world.)

The ward staff famd the girl it:a-teasingly incoopel:ative the next morning and

during the day the medical staff and wArsing staff bezan to become increasingly angry

with each other for failinE to establish rapport lAth th e 31:1. A psy,:hiatr:Lc consult

vas then requested. On the. second day post-3uladv, aktaxp: the paythiatrio resident inter-

vieued the girl, but she rcfused to talk to him and tD1(.1 him to leave her alone. He

vrof,:e a dejected concrJltation ziote and told the orthopedic staff that he could be of

little use to them because the patient vould not talk to a psychiatrist. Subsequently

the girl seemed to become moro., lethargic. The staff concluded that she was surreptitiously

taking more pills, that they assumed IFE:rit teing brought in by her hippie friends. She

Icas the plcced In an :teolation room md forbidden vistors. Her mental condition

seemed if anything deteriorating, although so little commu%lication could be established

with her that .nothing was known for certain except her obvious behavioral communications.

At this point the orthopedic faculty in charge revested assistance from me in

my Tole as faculty supervisor of consultations. I interviewed the girl late on the

second day post-suicide attempt. I found that with great effort I could and did estab-

lish communication with her, but she was resolutely negativf.stic toward anyone she

perceived as part of the establishment or represented any type of authority. T was able

to find out that she did like to talk to the Presbyterian minister from her parents'

church, and she was angry at not being able to visit with her hippie (rinds, several of

whoa also had a social relationship with the same Presbyterian church.

At this point 1 elected to explore the characteristics of the social network of

this girl as they existed at this point both within the hospitl end outside it. A plan

17a3 work/ 2d out with the psychiatric resident assigned to the case to systematically in-

terview all the persons we could deterwtme had some current relationship with the girl.

First, we found that the medical staff and the nursing staff had given up on any

attempt to establish a working relationship with the girl. Each staff blamed the girl

for creating a problem with the other staff. Thus we found the girl was beionmade the
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imapegoat for interstaff conflict. (64)

Second, we found that her parents and the dead boyfriendh parents were both

tryIng to visit he:: frequently everyley, 13-.4A -Jvte avoiding each other in the hospital.

Each set of prents blamed the tither 1.crent the fate of their child. However, each

set of pareats also bltm.:Id the girl !o?: It.er cztzent behavior which they asserted made

it impossible to talk to thi- aet of rt,Ints. Thus the girl v:es the scape-goat for

the inter-family conflict.

Third, we found that the PrasbIteriEn mirt:ster was interested in talking with the

girl, as were her hippie friend s whom h.?. knew. However, in view of the suicidal attempt,

neither the minister or the friends felt that they should now interfere with staff or

parents. Further, they were fearful that if thsy visited with the girl they might

somehow ;teciyitste further depressior and another suicidal attempt.

Fcurtt, we found that the medical staff and nursing staff :.4d no communication

with either set of parents, the minister, or the friends. Doth the hospital staff and

the kin and friends were reluctant to tpproach each other. The staff viewed the family

and friends with suspicion as possibly contributius to the girl's depression, while the

family sad friends were suspiciote of the hospital staff as being hostile to them and

not caring for the welfare of the girl.

At this point the psychiatric residant hat: made frequent visits to the patient

in an attempt to establish a therareutle relationship. But shg remained obdurately

hostile and uncommunictive. A second resident took over the case and he fared no better.

However, with the information at b::,nd regarding the scapa-goating and blockades in the socia

network, we decided to inform the girl that we would not conduct any psychiatric treat-

ment with her, but that the psychiatric resident would be visiting with her family, friends

and staff to work out a hospital program for her.

Figure 3. outlines the social network of the patient as it existed at the time

ti It a program for social system therapy was planned. First, a meeting was arranged with

the ministar at his church that includel all of the hippie friends that had visited the

girl. The girl's problem was thoroughly discussed with this group and they agredd to a

program of daily visitation with the girt. Cecond, several meetings ware arranged with
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the medical staff and nursing staff togzther and Separately to outline the problems

in her social system which had been uncovarad. The issues of inter-staff conflict were

sired and diccIsccd. Concrete plans fc: s?acf.fic stewing eal.e were devised nnd reviewed

dni3:7 with bota the medical nuralizz, staff. Yurther, Ti's .a vi-zre between the

two sets of parents and the medical r4-ircf.ng it d:!ccuss ne management O f the

pttiant *at Ind b:;,en aezabl!ah:.i. .17o1= for thc i;k;1111viov of zae parentn

establieed. Sub :..i mwItings 1),..5.11 the parcza znA tha hospital 3taff ware held

to maintain the ar4.seed -upon ro:i.e coa=eto. The hospital st ff also met with tha mini-

ster and the hippie friends, aad their roleE vol:a :Sefinnd and a6reed upon by both groups.

Third, meetings were held with each set of .are ts and uith both sets of parents together.

Their mutual hostilities and projectiovs tlere anplored end resolved in several joint

sessions. Their mutual roles in visitfms with the girl were outlined and agreed upon.

Subsequent meetings-were held with the parents to reaffirm Lutd sustain their roles with

each other and with the gill.

All these network contacts were made within severe:. days. Within the first

week the girl became brighter, more com4unicativa, leas depressed. However in the second

week she became overtly angry and hcstile toward everyone instead of her former passive

and intropunitive saf. During the period she made a second abortive suicidal attempt

which everyone handled with reasonable aplomb. Thereafter :she became demanding and en-

gaged in very active, albeit hostile, interactions with many people. Her clinical de-

pression rapidly cleared and by the fifth week of this seqilence was able to go home on

a week-nd pass, which was uneventful. Her parents ..Zelt thEt she had returned to her

former emotional self of the past summar. The relationship with her parents was obviously

conflictual, but parents and girl both were able to cooperate with each other. A subse-

quent surgery and hospital stay in February was unevenful and the patient was considered

by the hospital staff to be a "good" patient during her,second hospitalization. Subse-

quent follow-up in March revealed that the girl had had no recurrence of her clinical

dcoression and was making a satisfactory convalescence. The parents reported that the

human interactions that had been garzerated during the suicidal and depressive period had

provided a ve.iicic for resolving no,xe of t:le long-standing conflicts that had been present
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in their relationship with the girl.

In summary, an 18 year old girl iAtA a severe clinical depression was treated

indirectly by workin2 directly wi:ziA ti.u! cub-sets of hclr social network. It was found,

that the girl was am enof:ional Zo: several aub-groups in her social network.

la part her depression end suiedel bnevioz may be seen az.: au acting out of these net-

work conflicts. In additio-a, the ::1,11_:-.4,1retaa 1amed:tute2y a,:zilable to her in her social

network were iDitially blocked. aur reeolvILs those IletweEk blockzldes va were able to

afford the giri with a variety of mer.11:.n.2. huzign ralatioLshipc which she could accept

and use. By continuing consuitation with significant per in her socia/ network it

was posoible to help thsm to help the pntieat wi th her ;;;:i:f-t.york, a task that appeared

impossible for the psychiatrist to undertak,a directtly with tie pat:tent.

s'ERRM:

This paper presents the development of social system psychotherapy. The devel-

opment of this approach to psychotherapy represents a gradual evolution in clinical

practice from a one-to-one interaction to a aaltiple-person, multi- relational interaction.

It also represents the development of z human psychology that has moved from individ-

ualistic psychology to social psychology. The techniques of social system psychotherapy

are cast in a new model of psychotherapy. termed "open" model psychotherapy in contrast

to "closed" model psychotherapy. Theae two models are not competitive but are comple-

mentary. An example of social system psychotherapy has been given to indicate how psycho -

therapy as aa Intervention with differant segmaats of a social system may be used to,

treat severe clinical psychopathology. The development of a social system psychotherapy

provides a theoretical and technical baps for application to many areas of mental health

intervention.
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Figure 1

Two polar types of family kin systems and the interrelationship between

nuclear family structure and kills:lip structure.
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Figure 2.

Ttill Complementary Models of Psych6therapy
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Figure 3.

PATHOLOGICAL SOCIAL MEMORK OF SUICIDAL TEL::AGE GIRL
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